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Abstract—Although visualization design models exist in the literature in the form of higher-level methodological frameworks, these
models do not present a clear methodological prescription for the domain characterization step. This work presents a framework and
end-to-end model for requirements engineering in problem-driven visualization application design. The framework and model are
based on the activity-centered design paradigm, which is an enhancement of human-centered design. The proposed activity-centered
approach focuses on user tasks and activities, and allows an explicit link between the requirements engineering process with the
abstraction stage—and its evaluation—of existing, higher-level visualization design models. In a departure from existing visualization
design models, the resulting model: assigns value to a visualization based on user activities; ranks user tasks before the user data;
partitions requirements in activity-related capabilities and nonfunctional characteristics and constraints; and explicitly incorporates
the user workflows into the requirements process. A further merit of this model is its explicit integration of functional specifications, a
concept this work adapts from the software engineering literature, into the visualization design nested model. A quantitative evaluation
using two sets of interdisciplinary projects supports the merits of the activity-centered model. The result is a practical roadmap to the
domain characterization step of visualization design for problem-driven data visualization. Following this domain characterization model
can help remove a number of pitfalls that have been identified multiple times in the visualization design literature.
Index Terms—Design studies, Tasks and requirements analysis, Visualization models, Domain characterization, Activity-centered
design, Functional specifications
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I NTRODUCTION

Visualization relies significantly on data from other domains, from
biomedicine to computational fluid dynamics. As we train and train
others into research methodology, we almost always train also into
interdisciplinary collaboration [35]. These interdisciplinary visualization projects may aim to improve or adapt an established visualization
technique, or to develop a totally innovative visualization tool with
no obvious precedent. Regardless of the aim of the project, the domain experts’ needs, tasks and goals, the conditions under which the
visualization will be used, and the constraints on the visualization
performance have to be first discussed, characterized, clarified, and
sometimes re-scoped. In existing visualization design models, this first
step is referred to as “characterizing the task and data in the vocabulary of the problem domain” [38], and is the visualization equivalent
of the “requirements engineering” first step in the Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) design process or in the software design process. Subsequent layers of the visualization design process, from visual encoding
to implementation, depend on this first step of domain characterization.
Characterizing the application domain presents considerable challenges for both visualization designers and domain experts, due to
the inherently exploratory nature of the domain problems and to the
variety of data involved. Some of the challenges inherent in bridging
the gaps of knowledge and interest between designers and users are
discussed by van Wijk [55]. The designers may not have sufficient
domain knowledge to extract or even understand the expert’s needs.
They may have trouble abstracting fuzzy needs into visualization terms,
and aligning those needs with their own research interests. As a result,
designers sometimes end up solving the wrong problem, or using an
uninformative visual encoding. From the other end, the experts may
have limited time available to “apprentice” a visualization researcher.
They may not notice what they do, may not know how to articulate what
they do, and may misrepresent reality, precisely because the domain
activities seem complex and fuzzy [39].
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While general prescriptions for requirements engineering do exist,
domain characterization in scientific visualization differs in multiple
ways from HCI or software engineering, and, to a minor extent, even
from the equivalent step in information visualization. First, spatial
data can seldom be imitated outside the target domain. Data also often
requires an upfront commitment to potential cleaning, integration, and
pre-processing, as well as understanding the mathematical or computational underpinnings of the domain problem. This constraint often
delays the production of a prototype. Second, domain experts have
limited availability, when compared to the general public. There is also
less emphasis on user feelings and emotions, compared to HCI. When
compared to general software design, there is additional emphasis on
the relevance of the human visual system and perception to the user
tasks. Last but not least, the field emphasizes novelty in either the
problem or in the approach. This set of differences makes it difficult to
articulate how the visualization domain characterization process relates
exactly to other models in the literature, for example Human-CenteredDesign (HCD). HCD models implement a cycle with four sequential
steps: observation, followed by ideation, followed by prototyping, and
only then followed by user testing [40].
A step further, although visualization design models exist in the
literature [14, 24, 37, 38, 45, 52, 57] in the form of higher-level methodological frameworks, these models do not present a methodological
description of each step to be followed. For example, with respect to the
domain characterization step, no model discusses how to improve the
tasks abstraction process when the user tasks are seemingly ill-defined.
This work presents a next step to the higher level frameworks, and
goes deeper into a specific model for the initial step of domain characterization in visualization. The model is based on the activity-centered
design paradigm [40], which is inspired by Activity Theory [16, 25, 56].
Activity-centered design focuses on activities, not the individual person. In the 2013 assessment of Don Norman (The Design of Everyday
Things, 3rd edition), the underlying principle is that “since people’s activities around the world tend to be similar, and because people are quite
willing to learn things that appear to be essential to the activity, activity
should be allowed to define the product and its structure” [40]. Since
the activities are performed by people and for people, activity-centered
design is an enhancement of HCD [40].
The model proposed in this work under the activity-centered frame
is organized in four chronological stages (Fig. 1): 1) Notification; 2)
Activity Inquiry; 3) Establishing Context; and 4) Analysis, Specifi-
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cation and Validation. As part of the activity-centered approach, this
model recasts the problem of domain characterization into the larger,
and better studied, framework of software development and functional
specifications. The software development field, in which scientific visualization is partly rooted, has been confronting similar challenges to
problem-driven visualization research, and may offer solutions to common visualization pitfalls. In particular, the activity-centered paradigm
allows an explicit integration of the concept of workflows and functional specs into the existing Human-Centered visualization design
models.
The activity-centered model focuses on a specific technique for engineering requirements for visualization design, and provides a practical
roadmap and a specific agenda for the process. This model has been derived from a collective experience of building multiple award-winning,
user-adopted visualization tools, as well as several flawed projects,
and is informed by the visualization, human computer interaction and
software engineering literature. While this model was developed based
on experience mostly with scientific visualization projects, the messages and lessons within the model may be applicable to the wider
visualization community. The contributions of this work are:
• An activity-centered framework and an end-to-end network model
for the requirements process in visualization design. The framework is based on the activity-centered design paradigm. In a
departure from existing visualization design models, the resulting
model: a) assigns value to a visualization based on user activities;
b) ranks user tasks before the user data; c) partitions requirements
in activity-related capabilities and nonfunctional characteristics
and constraints; d) explicitly incorporates the user workflows, as
a first-class citizen, into the requirements process; and e) establishes the need for visualization early in the design process, based
on the user activities.
• An extension of the nested visualization design model [38]
through the explicit integration of functional specifications as
a systematic means to validate the domain characterization and to
communicate back with the user, prior to the prototyping stage.
Functional specifications (not related to the functional programming paradigm) originate from the software development field;
they have not been integrated explicitly before with HCD models.
Furthermore, this model: a) articulates the difference between
requirements (what the user needs) and functional specifications
(what the designer intends to do); b) ensures the functional specs
include what the product will not do; c) mandates that the functional specs be reviewed by the user; and d) promotes practical
advice on engaging spec writing, based on the user workflows.
• A quantitative evaluation and qualitative discussion of the merits
of this framework, and of the fit of the model with existing visualization design frameworks. In particular, this work shows how
performing the domain characterization step correctly through the
activity-centered model can remove a number of pitfalls that have
been identified multiple times in the visualization design literature,
including lack of real data and solving the wrong problem.
2 BACKGROUND AND VOCABULARY
Domain Characterization. Domain characterization is the first stage
of visualization design, where visualization design denotes developing
a digital system that allows users to find insight into data through visual
representations and interaction methods. During this characterization
stage, the visualization designer must learn about the tasks and data of
target users in some particular target domain [38], similar to the process
of establishing requirements in software engineering and HCI. The
visualization literature uses, in fact, interchangeably the terms “domain
characterization” and “requirements elicitation”. The output of this
stage is a set of requirements about the visualization design, which may
also include information about the user needs, tools, or stakeholders.
Requirements. A “requirement” is a statement about an intended
product that specifies what the product should do or how it should
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perform [42]. The purpose of establishing requirements is to collect
relevant, sufficient, and accurate data so that a core set of requirements
can be established. This core requirements set can then be used as
a starting point for the visualization design process, by enabling the
designer to first discover and define the right problem, and second,
develop and deliver the right solution [40]. Requirements may be functional—requirements which describe product capabilities (the “doing”
of a system), and nonfunctional—requirements which describe the
characteristics and constraints for the product’s behavior (the “being”
of a system).
Techniques for Establishing Requirements. Three main techniques
are used for gathering data when establishing requirements: interviews,
questionnaires, and observation. Additional techniques include focus
groups, studying documentation, researching similar products, and contextual inquiry—an approach which can be viewed as an unstructured
interview taking place at the user’s workplace, and during which the
designer works as an apprentice to the user [3, 20]. Rogers et al. [42]
provide a detailed description of each approach. Although these basic
techniques form a small set, they are flexible and can be combined and
extended in multiple ways. Rogers et al. [42] argue that an informal,
open-ended interview is the best approach when aiming to gain first
impressions about a problem or to explore issues—which is often the
case in the domain characterization stage for problem-driven research.
Indeed, open-ended interviewing is often used in the design of visualization tools, alongside observation, although a roadmap for this process
has not been discussed or proposed before.
Tasks and Activity Terminology. As noted by Munzner [38], the
word task is overloaded in the visualization literature, where it has
been used at multiple levels of abstraction and granularity. In some
works [38,44] the terms problem, operation, and task are used to denote
respectively: a task described in domain terms, an abstract task, and a
task that crosscuts these two levels.
This work uses the activity-centered design definitions: with increasing granularity, users have activities (problems) and tasks [40]. An
activity is a high-level structure such as “go shopping” or “understand
the relationship between E.coli genomes”, while a task is a lower-level
component of an activity such as “drive to market”, “find a shopping
basket”, “use a shopping list to guide the purchases”, respectively “load
the complete E.coli dataset (673 genomes)”, “locate an ortholog cluster
in the 673 genomes”, “examine the gene neighborhood of the ortholog
cluster” [2] etc. An activity is a collected set of tasks, but all performed
together toward a common high-level goal. A task is an organized,
cohesive set of operations directed toward a single, low-level goal.
Functional Specifications. Functional specifications (sometimes
called specs) describe how a product will work as viewed entirely from
the user’s perspective. A functional specification describes features,
and it does not concern itself with how the product is implemented.
Functional specs should not be confused with a technical specification,
which describes the internal implementation of the program (data structures, relational database models, choice of programming languages
and tools, algorithms, etc.) [6]. Furthermore, functional specs are a
different concept than formal specifications generated through a functional programming paradigm [4, 10, 26]. The functional programming
paradigm is a style of building the structure and elements of computer
programs that treats computation as the evaluation of mathematical
functions. In contrast, functional specs capture what a system does (or
its “function”).
Domain Characterization Prerequisites. This work describes—from
a visualization design perspective—a formal script and model for guiding the requirements session. This work does not address the key issues
that are prerequisites for any data gathering session: goal setting, identifying participants, or the relationship between the interviewer and
the data provider; these issues have been previously discussed in the
existing literature [8, 15, 44].
3

N ETWORK M ODEL

Given the usually ill-defined nature of problems tackled in visualization
research, domain characterization is arguably best served by an informal, open-ended interview approach [48]. Such interviews generate
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Fig. 1. Activity-centered network model for domain characterization in problem-driven scientific visualization. The model has four chronological steps,
color-mapped in the figure. Critical nodes (Tasks, Flow, Probes, Data Access etc.) are heavier outlined; these components can act as gates in this
model, and are sufficient reason to abort or postpone the prototyping of a project. Dashed nodes are optional. In this network model, arrows indicate
unidirectional flow, while arcs indicate bidirectional flow.

rich information that is often interrelated and complex—in other words,
information that gives a deep understanding of the topic. The model
proposed in this work follows an open-ended interview approach.
This section defines a first model for domain characterization. The
model can serve as a basic script to the main topics to be covered while
engineering requirements. This model is based on the activity-centered
design paradigm [40], which is an enhancement of the human-centered
design paradigm. The paradigm is supported and reinforced by the collective Software Engineering Body of Knowledge [6], where emphasis
in the software design and development process has been placed, for
at least two decades, on the user point of view of the functioning of a
software system.
This activity-centered model (Fig. 1) is organized in four chronological steps: 1) Notification; 2) Activity Inquiry; 3) Establishing Context;
4) Analysis, Specification and Validation. The overall four-step structure, and in particular the emphasis on steps 1 and 4, are adapted from
the software engineering literature. However, this work develops and
specifies steps 2 and 3—the core of the activity-centered model presented here—beyond the high-level software engineering framework,
for the specific purpose of problem-driven visualization design. Step
4 marks a critique and an extension of the nested visualization design
model, through the integration of functional specifications. The sections below describe each component of this model, and conclude with
a summary of the model and its output.
3.1

Notification

Why: The primary purpose of this stage is to allow the domain experts
time to prepare for the tasks and workflow component of the activitycentered model. The notification further allows the designer to set the
context for the session, and to make the most of the limited availability
of experts.
How: The notification is emailed in advance. In the activity-design
experience, notifications issued at least a few days and up to a week in
advance give the most effective results. The notification specifies how
the interview will be run, who will participate, how long it will take
to complete (a typical interview lasts 50-60 minutes), and the agenda
for the requirements session. In accordance with the activity paradigm,
the notification explicitly asks the users to think of twenty example
tasks, as well as scenarios, to share during the meeting (Sec. 3.2.2).
The request is accompanied by examples of correct and incorrect task
and flow granularity. At the start of the meeting, introductions and a
short review of the agenda are appropriate. The interviewer also lets
the users know s/he will be taking notes; taping may seem efficient, but
it is usually not [15].
Output: The result of this component is an agenda for the session. On
the user side, the users are, ideally, brainstorming about example tasks
and workflows.

Model Perspective: From the activity-centered perspective, the notification explicitly asks the users to think of example activities to share
during the meeting. The users will typically keep the request in mind
and refine their response during their daily workflow, in the context of
their own work.
3.2

Activity Inquiry

The second step, specified here for visualization design, revolves around
four core components: Humans, Tasks, Data, Flow. The components
are interconnected and feeding each other. While the conversation may
flow freely along new lines of inquiry that were not anticipated, the
interviewer needs to make sure that questions along these four topics
are asked, and that the answers are mapped to each component.
The Humans component describes the overall potential use of the
system, and originates from the human-centered roots of visualization
design [27, 52, 54, 57]. Because of the experts’ familiarity with the
default concept of “users”, the activity model uses this component for
the warmup, at the beginning of the requirements process.
The Tasks and Data components are present in most visualization
design models [9, 38, 41, 48, 53]. In a departure from existing models,
the activity-centered model proposed here ranks Tasks before Data.
Tasks are a core component of the activity-centered paradigm, and they
constitute the central, focal point of the resulting model.
In further accordance with the activity framework, the model explicitly incorporates user workflows into the design process. The Flow
component describes the flow of data among tasks, as well as the mapping of data and users to the tasks. The Flow component is explicitly
included in this model because of its unparalleled potential to reveal
previously ignored tasks and data, hidden data sources, unusual user
mappings to data and tasks, as well as the sequencing of tasks along
activities. The Flow can be further used to generate functional specifications, as well as later in the design process, during the user evaluation of
a design. The sections below describe each of these four components.
3.2.1

Humans

Why: The Humans component of the model facilitates a soft warmup
of the conversation. The information gathered in these first minutes of
conversation also helps the designer better understand both the tasks
and data, and the potential impact of the project.
How: Questions asked as part of this component include: “How many
users would use this visualization?” “Are the users part of the interviewee’s group, other groups on site, other groups at remote locations?”,
“What background do these users have?”, “How frequently would these
people use the visualization?”, “For how long?”, “In what setting—in
the lab, at home, during group meetings, anywhere?”. General information about current software and the hardware the visualization will
be used on is also helpful, in particular with respect to screen size, or
usage in a location with no networking.
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Output: The result of this component is an itemized list of project and
user characteristics: how many users there are, what type of background
they have, who will be performing the activities, how often, for how
long, and in what setting.
Model Perspective: The visualization methodology is often humancentric or user-centric. From this perspective, the impact of a project
has been measured, in the past, by the number of users [54]. From
the same perspective, frequent use that is central to the users’ work is
desirable.
In the activity-centered approach, however, the user activities take
precedence: a project commissioned by the two researchers who will
find a cure for Alzheimer’s Disease is just as important as a social
media project with thousands of users—because the activity and goals
in the first project are so important. Similarly, in the activity-centered
approach, the value of a visualization tool to the users may not relate
to its frequency of use: an important, yearly activity which lasts for
days and leaves participants dreading the next year’s activity can also
serve as a strong project motivator [12]. Overall, potential impact in
the activity-centered model weighs in both activities and humans.
3.2.2

Tasks

Why: The Tasks component is the core of the model, and, along with
the Flow, implements most closely the activity-centered aspect of this
model. The purpose of the Tasks component is to reveal the user
activities, which are composed of such tasks. As part of this process,
the interviewer aims to steer the interviewees into using examples
rather than abstractions, and to reveal requirements that users may have
difficulty recalling outside of their work environment. Real or made
up examples capture both user tasks and the context in which the work
will be performed.
How: A first question used to jumpstart the Tasks conversation is: “Give
me the twenty most important questions you would like to ask from
your data visualization system” [50] or, alternatively, “What are twenty
example tasks that you would complete using this system?”. In the
design experience, twenty is about the right number: when asked for
two to five examples, users tend to resort to abstract goals, which are
inherently ill-defined: e.g., “Identify the link between gene mutations
and molecular function” [29], or “Identify regions of error in turbulent
flow” [32]. In contrast, requiring a higher number of examples has
the effect of steering the users into more precise task formulations.
These precise task formulations anchor the requirements in the target
domain, and also reveal the actual data: “Locate an ortholog cluster in
the 673 genomes”, “Examine the 8-gene neighborhood of the ortholog
cluster” [2] etc. Because most users can spontaneously provide at most
seven or eight example tasks, it is important that the agenda notification
specifically ask for the twenty examples in advance (Sec. 3.1). A one
week advance notification provides the experts with time to reflect
on their needs, observe their workflow, and then expand, refine and
organize their set of example tasks.
If a task description is too abstract or high-level, the interviewer
asks “How would you go about doing that?”, establishing a back and
forth with the Flow component of the model, as appropriate. Users
typically address the normal, most typical tasks first, in which no errors
or variations occur. If not, some gentle steering may be required. Once
a task list of reasonable length is compiled, the users are prompted
to prioritize these tasks, in the order of importance and significance
to their work. This prioritization can be later used when planning
prototypes, as well as during evaluation.
As the users generate the list of tasks and the designers record it,
the designers also generate a separate list of data entities which were
mentioned in the tasks. Compiling the data list at this point helps steer
the conversation into the Data component. Users may also describe
simulated uses of the system by recalling or imagining stories, episodes,
or scenarios that they have experienced. These stories and scenarios
feed the Flow component.
Output: The output of this component is a prioritized list of tasks, as
well as a preliminary list of data entities, and, potentially, a preliminary
list of workflows and scenarios. The tasks may have been preliminary
abstracted into visualization terms, with great care towards clarifying
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terminology and establishing a common vocabulary.
Model Perspective: The Tasks component reveals the user activities,
at the right granularity level. Unlike the general activity-centered
paradigm, in which focusing on tasks is considered too limiting [40],
in this model of domain characterization the tasks (as opposed to activities) are used to reveal the underlying, precise requirements of
the application domain. Each user task is a stereotypical description,
written in text form, of the usage of the system to complete a task.
Granular tasks can later be grouped in activities and goals during the
requirements analysis step.
The Tasks component is a two-way process, in which designers
and users together may refine the tasks using visualization specific
vocabulary (“locate”, “search”, “compare” etc.) [7, 39, 43], as well as
clarify terms. The conversation can thus be used to check the validity of
preliminary abstractions and translations into visualization terminology.
Not all tasks associated with the domain problem can be explored
in a single meeting; the set of tasks is typically iteratively refined over
days and weeks. However, the prioritized set of tasks identified in this
section can serve to guide the initial abstraction and encoding stages of
design.
3.2.3

Data

Why: The Data component of the model is tightly linked to the Tasks
component, and is explicitly included in this model because of its importance to visualization taxonomies. Visualization taxonomies, in
turn, play an important role in the abstraction and encoding stages of
visualization design. Last but not least, data influence the nonfunctional requirements of the activity-centered model, in the form of data
constraints which affect the visualization solution.
How: During this section, the designer revisits the list of data entities
compiled during the Tasks description, and attempts to clarify for each
entity: 1) the nature of the entity—e.g., spatial (featuring intrinsic
spatial coordinates) or nonspatial; 2) the entity type and attributes; 3)
the size and amounts, and the streaming rates for streaming data; 4)
the data source and potential sources of data error, and 5) the data
format. Documenting counts, sizes, streaming rates, and validity of
the data is, in particular, a crucial part of the process that is often
overlooked. The interviewer also checks the number of data instances
involved in a particular task—one, some, many, all; doing so further
clarifies the translation of tasks into visualization taxonomies [39].
The conversation can also be used to check the validity of potential
abstractions (for example, the validity of representing the data as a
graph structure), while taking care to also clarify the meaning of those
visualization terms that are unfamiliar to the users.
Output: The result of this component is a refined list of data entities,
along with the characteristics of each data entity. The data may be
already abstracted into a visualization taxonomy.
Model Perspective: Data is central to the visualization field, where it
guides the taxonomy of visual representations. In the activity-centered
model, data is nevertheless secondary to the user tasks. In the activitycentered approach, the inquiry does not start with a discussion of data
instead of a discussion of tasks: the data inquiry follows the task
discussion.
3.2.4

Flow

Why: The Flow component is an explicit request for existing workflows,
or ideal workflows (how would the users go about solving a practical
problem, ideally?), using the Tasks and Data previously identified.
The Flow component often reveals the sequence of tasks, as well as
the manner in which small tasks are sometimes combined in larger
activities. Because user workflows go beyond task sequencing, the Flow
component further provides an opportunity to identify: 1) cycles and
frequency of tasks; 2) the data sources, and 3) the humans involved at
each workflow step. In practice, the Flow component is an opportunity
for reflection, which often reveals that the users skipped an essential
preparatory, intermediate, or analysis step in their previous Tasks list,
or an additional data entity.
How: The interviewer prompts the user for example workflows and
scenarios that involve the previously identified tasks and data. Domain
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experts may not engage in the topics of task frequency, data sources, and
humans without guidance; it is the designer’s task to make sure these
topics are discussed. As part of this process, the designer explicitly
maps the Humans, Tasks and Data information to the activity Flow.
Data sample elicitation. As part of the Flow component, the designers mandatorily request at this point access to the data, or a data
sample of sufficient size and complexity—to ensure that real data exists,
it is accessible, and it is available for visualization.
Ethnographic observation request. If appropriate, the designers
may also request and schedule at this point a follow-up observation
session. The request is particularly important when the users’ work
environment plays an important role in a workflow, or when it is plausible, despite the notification period of self-observation, that what the
users say they do is not necessarily what they do in practice [13, 42].
Output: The result of this section is a set of user-specified workflows
and scenarios. The interviewer needs to make sure that each previously
identified task is associated with at least one flow or scenario. A
secondary result is a set of updates to the Task and Data lists previously
determined.
Model Perspective: Overall, the workflows and scenarios revealed
through this component can provide a basis for designing prototypes,
and for developing case studies for evaluation. The Flow component
lays thus the grounds for the abstraction and encoding stages of design,
and also can guide their evaluation.
In the activity-centered model, it is important that the Tasks and Data
discussion precedes the Flow: compiling a list of tasks first ensures the
workflows are described at the right granularity. Furthermore, in view
of future evaluation, each task should be associated with at least one
workflow or scenario.
This model instantiation also explicitly highlights two important
aspects of visualization design: the source of data featured in the user
activities, and the environment in which the activities take place. The
benefits of incorporating real and interesting data into visualization
prototypes, as well as the pitfalls of not using real data have been
well documented in the literature [27, 44]. As shown in the literature,
designers ignore the data access request and followup step at their own
peril.
3.3

Establishing the Problem Context

The third chronological stage of the model, also instantiated here for
visualization design, covers the problem context. The context of the
problem is not the same as the “context of use” referenced in humancentered design [27]. In this domain characterization model, the context
follows the activity-centered paradigm and has two components: 1)
nonfunctional requirements, which describe the user expectations regarding the operational environment of the project; and 2) a set of
three-pronged probes to test the validity of engaging in the project, as
well as the potential impact of the project.
3.3.1 Nonfunctional Requirements
Why: Unlike functional requirements, which describe the functioning
of the product, and which can be captured via scenarios, nonfunctional
requirements capture the user’s perception of the “being” of the product.
Nonfunctional requirements are as important as functional requirements
to the success of a project. Such requirements go beyond usability and
user experience goals: 1) Scalability influences more than just visual
scalability (would we be able to store and process on the fly a petascale
dataset? [28, 33]); 2) Privacy can affect the publication of a project—
several interdisciplinary projects nearly-failed publication because data
was revealed to be private, sensitive, or proprietary [23, 51]; 3) Certain
scientific user groups have a strong preference for desktop applications
(as opposed to web-based) [58], and other groups expect cross-platform
compatibility [46]. All the factors above influence the design and
outcome of a project.
How: The questions asked in this component are informed by the
earlier-covered topics of Humans, Data, Tasks and Flow. The minimum of issues to be clarified in this section of the discussion—because
of the impact they can have on the project design—typically need to

include: scalability, privacy, accessibility, operating environment, preferred tools, and learnability. The questions can be organized along
the HCI typology of nonfunctional requirements [42], which includes:
1) environmental requirements related to the social, technical, or organizational environment of the product, including computing requirements
and run-times; 2) data-related requirements regarding the volatility of
data, its values, size/amount, persistence, accuracy etc.; 3) the user characteristics; 4) usability goals such as learnability; and 5) user experience
goals such as enjoyment.
Output: The result of this section is an itemized list of nonfunctional
requirements, organized according to their type.
Model Perspective: Nonfunctional requirements affect the user activities and the overall project, although they are in general not directly
captured by tasks, workflows, and scenarios. Because nonfunctional
requirements are not explicitly covered by activities and scenarios, special care must be taken that these requirements are clarified during the
requirements session. Nonfunctional requirements need to be explicitly
captured in the requirements documentation, and later discussed in the
project evaluation plans.
3.3.2

Probes

Why: The context probes capture, from an activity perspective, the
validity of engaging in the project, as well as its potential impact.
How: This work groups the probes into three categories: rationale of
visualization being necessary to solve the domain problem; critique of
existing tools; and exploration of possibilities.
Visualization argumentation. The goal of this set of probes is to
clarify whether visualization is appropriate for solving the domain problem. In particular, the users and designers brainstorm about whether
the activities and tasks could be addressed algorithmically, or through
straight data integration.
Critique of existing tools. The second set of probes discusses
the benefits and shortcomings of existing approaches to the problem.
The probes also seek to establish whether the interviewees are aware
of existing tools. In the design experience, most scientific users are
well versed in visualization toolkits, and quite articulate and vocal
in their likes and dislikes [32]. However, an existing visual tool or
representation may still turn out to be the right solution.
Possibilities exploration. The third and last set of probes is the
most open-ended one, and seeks to explore other desirable features
that the user did not previously consider. Examples include journaling,
integrating additional data, a new interaction paradigm or technology
etc. For example, the users may not have realized that pairwise visual comparison could simplify their workflow [34]; if the comparison
option is not explored at this point, the project may require later significant redesign. Note, however, that in order to preserve trust in the
collaboration, the open-ended features do not take precedence over the
user-specified requirements.
Output: The result is a crisp rationale for the visualization approach,
in the context of existing tools. A secondary result is a set of updates to
the Tasks, Data, and Flow lists.
Model Perspective: The probes describe a side of the overall context
of user activities that is complementary to nonfunctional requirements.
Like nonfunctional requirements, these aspects do not feature explicitly in the user activities and scenarios, and they must be explicitly
accounted for in the requirements documentation.
The probes signal the end of the interactive requirements session.
In closing, the interviewer thanks the participants, describes the next
steps, reiterates the request for data access and potential observation
session, and asks for permission to ask follow up questions. It also
helps to agree on a single point of contact on both the domain side and
the designer side, to help avoid potential communication breakdowns.
3.4

Analysis, Specification, Validation

The essential last stage of the activity-centered model is the analysis
of requirements, specification, and validation of the designer’s understanding of the problem. This step can take days to weeks to complete,
and includes the activity-centered concept of functional specifications.
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3.4.1 Analysis
Why: While the domain characterization defined so far is grounded
in the application domain, proceeding at this point directly towards
ideation and prototyping is a costly mistake. The problem stems from
the fact that the information flow so far has been almost exclusively
from the domain expert towards the designer. There is no guarantee, so
far, that the designer’s understanding of the domain problem and user
activities is either accurate or complete. Analysis, followed by specs, is
a first step towards validating this understanding.
How: Interviews generate large amounts of information. While the
information is still “fresh” in mind, designers analyze the information
in their notes to uncover patterns and conflicts, and contact the users for
clarifications. Conflicting nonfunctional requirements may be weighed
against each other and reprioritized. Similar tasks and their workflows
are then grouped into logical sets of functional requirements.
The Flow information may help the designer group similar workflows or subflows into scenarios and use cases. In this respect, Springmeyer et al. [48] show an example characterization of the scientific
data analysis process in terms of functional requirements. Their work
describes the process of extracting an operation taxonomy which is
grounded in interviewing and observation. Variations on grouping techniques like Hierarchical Task Analysis [49] and Card Sorting [31] can
also be useful at this stage.
Output: The result of analysis is a non-conflicting description of the
project requirements, as well as a hierarchical organization of the user
activities and tasks.
Model Perspective: The activity model explicitly partitions requirements into activity-related capabilities (functional requirements), and
nonfunctional requirements. The analysis step groups the previously
determined granular tasks and workflows into activities and goals, and
weighs in the nonfunctional requirements. The original set of prioritized
tasks is reflected in the resulting description.
3.4.2 Functional Specifications
Why: Functional specifications reflect the process of organizing into
documentation the requirements analyzed above, from the user’s point
of view. In this respect, a functional specification describes how a
product will work, entirely from the user’s perspective. A functional
specification describes features, and it does not concern itself with how
the product is implemented. Functional specifications allow the users
to validate the designers’ understanding of the domain problem.
How: The requirements captured and analyzed so far are translated
into a written functional specification document, often in the form of
a collection of scenarios. The specification also documents the data
attributes that each scenario must access.
A functional specification spells out the activity-related design goals,
as the designer understands them from the established requirements.
A specification also specifies nongoals, or what—from the established
requirements—the designed product will not do. A specification document further includes a prioritized list of nonfunctional requirements.
The functional specifications also include scenarios, as discussed in the
Validation section below.
Output: The result is a specification document, which describes the
designer’s understanding of the user activities. Like requirements,
specifications evolve over time, in an iterative process. Spolsky [47]
provides a complete example of a functional specification, and this
work includes a sample functional specification in the supplemental
materials. Functional specifications are evolving documents, which get
updated after each interview and as the project evolves.
Model Perspective: Specifications and requirements are two separate
concepts. Requirements can be established through interviewing and
observation of the users. In contrast, specifications reflect the designer’s
understanding of the user requirements, and are the result of a reasonably lengthy requirements analysis process. Specifications take the
form of a written document, which is the result of thoughtful analysis
off line, and which the users can review in a process that is in no way
an interview or an observation. In a nutshell, requirements come from
the user towards the designer, while functional specifications go in the
opposite direction, from the designer towards the user (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Activity-Centered view of the HCD cycle (observation, ideation,
prototyping, testing [40]). In HCD, users can confirm that the designer is
solving the right problem after at least one full cycle iteration. The ACD
functional specs are a backwards shortcut through the HCD loop, before
the prototyping stage, that allows the user to confirm sooner the validity
of the designer’s problem characterization.

Specifications as a risk mitigation factor. Arguably, writing specifications constitutes the biggest risk mitigation factor available to
visualization designers. Functional specifications can effectively ensure
that the designers are not solving the wrong problem, as well as help the
designers avoid situations where the way the data is shown does not fit
correctly the user workflow—before the prototyping stage. In fact, in
the absence of the activity paradigm and functional specs, prototyping
is an early estimate: an operational prototype which can be tested (i.e.,
completing a full cycle through the human centered design loop) is
typically necessary to answer such questions.
In the larger framework of software engineering, functional specs are
ranked among the twelve steps essential to any product development
process, right next to using source control [47]. Functional specs permit
a rigorous assessment of requirements before design can begin, and
reduce later redesign [6]. Designers can also use the specifications document as the basis for developing effective verification and validation
plans. Similarly, functional specifications should be an essential component of problem-driven visualization design. In the activity-centered
model, functional specifications capture the user activities determined
during the requirements session, in the form of designer-written scenarios. Asking the user to review these scenarios is a unique opportunity
to verify that the visualization designers are not solving the wrong
problem.
3.4.3

Validation

Why: Specification validation ensures that the project is sufficiently
specified to meet user needs, before ideation and prototyping commence. Validation further detects and corrects any unnecessary and
incorrect requirements, and ensures that designers’ understanding is
consistent with the user needs.
How: Validation can be performed via peer review—a focused meeting
in which a small number of stakeholders evaluates the requirements and
specifications documentation to find errors and improve quality. Other
validation approaches, such as acceptance tests, model walk-throughs,
and operational prototypes are also possible (unlike exploratory prototypes, which clarify ambiguous requirements, operational prototypes
typically implement functionality) [15].
As a rule of thumb, one can only inspect two to five pages of documentation in a few hours [15], which is part of the reason why interviewing and observation [21, 45] are not a good fit with specification
validation. In the validation made possible by functional specifications,
each inspector (including the author) prepares for the peer review by
spending one to two hours examining the specifications. This is a
critical part of the process; in software engineering, most of the errors are detected during individual preparation [15]. The functional
specifications are then revised based on the user feedback.
Output: The result is a validated set of requirements and functional
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specifications which characterize the domain problem.
Model Perspective: In theory, functional specifications should be easy
to write and validate, in particular if the requirements collected earlier
follow the activity-centered approach, and as such, are already described as scenarios. In practice, however, asking the users to validate
specifications written in a formal format has a single, uniform effect [6]:
users don’t read the specifications.
To mitigate the risk of users not reading the specifications, this
work recommends following the Spolsky advice for writing specifications: use interesting storytelling and entertaining language, while
scrupulously preserving technical content. In this approach, a standard
scenario starting with:
The user selects a biochemical model from the literature, and adds
it as a new model entry with a single field “Model Name” into the
visualization analysis system. The system is web-based.
becomes
Kermit the Frog, bored out of his mind, opens the latest issue of
Nature Methods and spots a mouth-watering model of the fruit-fly
response to allergens. Sticking his tongue out, Kermit runs to the
browser, opens the visualization system, and types a new model entry
with a single field called “Fruit-fly model”.
The supplemental materials for this paper provide a full example
of translating, for validation purposes, a few example use cases (resulting from the analysis of requirements for a biology visualization
project [46]) into an example specification to be shared with the users.
From a practical standpoint, when following the approach above,
the user response rate increases from approximately 10% to 90%; the
user feedback also increases roughly by a factor of ten, not only in
quantity but also in quality. Simply put: users read, pay attention to,
and comment on entertaining specifications. In contrast, most users do
not read formal specifications.
3.5

Model Output and Summary

When completed correctly, the activity-centered model provides: 1) a
list of tasks and data entities; 2) a set of nonfunctional requirements; 3)
an answer to the three context probes; 4) a set of scenarios—in the form
of user-validated functional specifications—describing the activities
possible using the visualization tool or technique; 5) a sample dataset
of reasonable size and complexity.
The model is best described as a network, in that it is an interconnected set of components. Stage 1 (Notification) is a prerequisite for
later stages; similarly, Stage 2 (Activity Inquiry) is a prerequisite for
Stages 3 and 4, and Stage 4 (Analysis, Specification, and Validation)
draws on the previous three stages. Stage 4 cannot be skipped. At the
same time, the components within each stage depend on each other and
feed each other.
Critical components (Tasks, Flow, Probes, Data Access etc.) can act
as gates in this model, and are sufficient reason to abort or postpone the
prototyping of a project. The Observation component, on the other hand,
is begrudgingly optional: while user and task analysis methods are best
carried out in the context of real work [52], it is not always possible to
observe the users in their environment—for example, in highly secure or
remote locations. In certain situations, unobtrusive contextual inquiry
may also not be particularly helpful—for example, when the domain
science requires years of training, laboratory experimental equipment,
or proprietary packages.
The resulting set of tasks and data entities could potentially be, at the
completion of the process, already abstracted into visualization terms.
While it is advisable to explain and check with the users the validityin-context of visual abstractions during the requirements session, this
may not always be possible. In practice, certain abstractions keep
getting refined through repeated iterations and the writing of the final
report [44].
The preliminary set of validated requirements and functional specifications engineered through this model is now ready to be passed on,
along with sample data, to the next visualization design stage. This
concludes the description of the activity-centered model for domain
characterization.

4 E VALUATION
According to Karl Popper, a theory in the empirical sciences can never
be proven, although it can be falsified [17]. With this observation in
mind, in the visualization literature, a model or theory can be acceptably
supported by as little as one to a few concrete examples coming from
the experience of one to a few authors [27,38,41,44]. The present work
takes supporting evidence a step further, by considering the impact
of the activity-centered model on the success of 35 concrete shortterm projects completed by young researchers, and by contrasting the
findings against results on 40 short-term projects similarly completed,
but under prior models. The evaluation is rounded by considering
further evidence from reports in the literature.
4.1 Supporting Evidence
The two sets of projects considered here have been completed by young
visualization researchers undergoing training in interdisciplinary visualization research. Arguably, these young researchers would be the
first to benefit from a blueprint of the domain characterization process.
Each visualization project required collaboration with domain experts
from a variety of domains, from orthopedics to turbulent combustion
(e.g. [1, 18, 30, 33, 34, 51, 61]), and was, in its first iteration, completed
in under 3 months. For each of these projects (several of which have
resulted in publications), this work considers success in terms of both
novelty (defined as potential for publication) and, along Brooks’s criteria [8], the domain experts’ expressed interest in adopting the research
result as a tool.
The first set of 40 of these projects operated under a generic agile
software engineering process model, enhanced by the information
visualization nested model [38] and pitfalls model [44]. Note that due
to lengthy data learning, cleaning and preprocessing characteristic to
scientific visualization, the agile process sometimes decayed into one
iteration of the standard HCD loop. From these 40 projects, 10 had
a successful outcome, or a 25% success rate. From the 10 successful
projects, 2 were completed by dual-expertise researchers (with a degree
in the problem domain). The remaining 8 benefited from collaboration
with committed domain experts who agreed to weekly meetings with
the designers. The remaining projects failed under a variety of factors,
including data issues and miscommunication issues, despite several
committed collaborators. The 25% success rate is significantly lower
than the one reported for agile processes in software engineering [19].
The second set of 35 projects operated under the same agile process,
enhanced by the nested model and by the Activity-Centered model
described in this work. From this set, 22 projects had a successful
outcome, or a 63% success rate. From these successful projects, 2
were completed by dual-expertise researchers, and 10 benefited from
weekly meetings with committed domain experts. 10 other projects
succeeded despite no weekly commitment from the experts. The 63%
success rate over this second set is slightly higher than the one reported
for agile processes in software engineering (58% for small projects)
[19]. From the remaining unsuccessful projects, 9 were failed projects
(due to: improperly executed Data Access component, skipped or
poorly executed Functional Specs component, respectively client never
reviewing the Specs), and 4 were partial failures (client success, but
no novelty due to improperly executed Probes component). Notably,
for each of the unsuccessful projects, their success could have been
predicted right from the domain characterization stage. Note also that
in both settings, a number of projects have failed despite committed
collaborators.
These results lend support to the activity-based model. To a large
extent, these results have helped motivate articulating the present work.
4.2 Fit with Existing Reports and Models
Agreement. Visualization models and reports [27, 41, 44, 46, 48, 52]
have previously noted, sometimes empirically, the benefits of including
a task axis in the domain problem analysis, and paying attention to the
user workflows.
In particular, Lloyd and Dykes [27] report how repeatedly drafting
a scenario from the user requirements, and having it evaluated by the
users, “showed this to be a fruitful exercise.” The activity-centered
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level would be more apt, since “a characterization of a domain with no
attempt at abstraction may not be very useful” [38]. Nevertheless, there
is value in separating the abstraction stage, if only to make sure this
stage is given adequate consideration during the design process.
Other existing design models [14, 24, 37, 45, 52, 57] are also derived
from the HCI human-centered paradigm and miss the opportunities
given by the activity paradigm.
5

Fig. 3. Expanded Domain Characterization stage in the nested model.
The updated stage model features a third validation scheme: validate:
write and evaluate functional specifications. The nested stages of characterization and abstraction also cross over.

model offers an interpretation of why the scenario worked well in
practice: in this case, although “too broadly-scoped”, the scenario
reflected the designers’ understanding of the user activity. Furthermore,
since the scenario was sent to the users for evaluation, it played the role
of a partial functional specification, in its activity-centered meaning.
Significantly, the report states that the users were able to make a total
of over 300 suggestions after reading the scenario—a testament to
the practical value of functional specs. The activity-centered model
offers a theoretical framework for this reported case, and a roadmap
for employing functional specifications systematically in the design
process.
Aspects of the activity model are also reflected in the pitfalls
model [44], although the latter does not necessarily provide actionable
guidance on how to avoid those pitfalls. From a practical standpoint,
the activity model combines well with their nine-level framework, and
can be used to prevent pitfalls PF-4 (“no data”), PF-6, 7, and 8 (“not
a visualization problem”), PF-9 (“existing tools”), and PF-10 (“users
and tasks”). Alternatively, the activity-centered model could be used
to analyze the first stages of the nine-level framework, as well as other
different process approaches to domain characterization.
Certain aspects of the activity-centered model have also been captured elsewhere: for example, certain types of nonfunctional requirements and probes have been preliminarily considered by McKenna et
al. [37], in the form of constraints, considerations, and opportunities.
The activity-centered model offers a unified framework for the consistent and systematic treatment of these loose aspects of the domain
characterization process.
The results reported here also support similar findings in the field
regarding the role of active collaborators [22]. Furthermore, these
collaborators may indeed have different roles, expertise and knowledge that apply during the analysis process [59], and may influence
the design process repeatedly through repeated small exchanges of
information [36].
Agreement and partial disagreement. Visualization models typically
describe high-level frameworks; while other models focus on the design
or evaluation stages. The activity-centered model focuses on, and
goes deeper, into the domain problem and data characterization level
briefly described by Munzner as part of a nested visualization design
process [38]. However, the nested model’s recommendation to the
wrong problem threat is validate: observe and interview target users,
and validate: observe adoption rates. This work adds to the nested
model a third, essential validation scheme: validate: write and evaluate
functional specifications (Fig. 3).
Furthermore, while the nested visualization design process separates
the domain characterization from the abstraction stage, the activity
model attempts abstracting the data and tasks as part of the requirements
establishing process, and thus crosses, to some extent, the two levels.
Munzner also suggests that perhaps collapsing the two stages into one

D ISCUSSION

Visualization, HCI and software engineering research all report [6, 38,
40, 42, 44] that the hardest part of design is getting the requirements
right, which means ensuring that the right problem is solved, as well
as that the solution is appropriate. Defective requirements propagate
into designs and technical solutions, into implementations, and into
validation, with amplified effects. Moreover, domain characterization
is particularly challenging in interdisciplinary visualization settings [27,
44, 55]: domain experts may use domain-specific jargon; may not be
easily accessible for meetings, observation, or feedback; may not be
clear about constraints surrounding the data; or may not have a clear
picture of their needs. This section examines, in context, the merits and
limitations of the activity-centered model.
5.1

Model Merits

Domain characterization model. The activity-centered frame and
model provide a practical way of dealing with the complexity of domain characterizations and interdisciplinary communication, while
reconciling several idiosyncrasies of the spatial and nonspatial design
processes. Beyond problem-driven design, understanding the data and
formulating correctly the tasks of interest on these data is relevant
to domain-independent technique-driven approaches as well. In the
long run, the activity-centered abstraction may help derive potential
design patterns for abstracted tasks (e.g., [11]), and to create potentially
reusable techniques in an extensible fashion.
Activity-centered framework. The model introduced here follows
an activity-centered design paradigm. The emphasis on tasks and
activities allows an explicit link between the requirements process and
the abstraction stage, and through it, to the encoding stage of design.
However, general activity-centered design recommends designing for
activities: designing for tasks is deemed too restrictive [40]. In contrast,
the work presented here uses tasks to reveal the underlying precise
requirements of the application domain. This approach follows in this
respect advice from the same design sources: “Requirements made
in the abstract are invariably wrong” [40]. Focusing on detailed, rich,
granular example tasks at this stage helps anchor the requirements
into the target domain. The approach presented here then groups
granular tasks in activities during the requirements analysis step. In a
certain sense, this approach replicates, at the requirements level, the
first component of the diamond design pattern advocated by the HCI
community [40].
Functional specifications. The activity-centered framework further
enables the validation of requirements from a functional perspective, at
the task level, through functional specifications validated by the user.
This intermediate checkpoint, before prototyping, can help ensure that
the right problem is being solved. Functional specifications have the
further potential to reduce the gap of understanding between designers
and users [55], and thus can massively reduce the later redesign of
visualization systems. If nothing else, analyzing the user requirements
and writing the functional specifications should force both the designer
and the technique-driven researcher to actually design their solution,
and realize that the tasks and data characterization and their correct
abstraction need to be properly addressed. Last but not least, the
specifications document can be used as a basis for developing effective
verification and validation plans.
General enumerations of domain characterization methods exist in
both the HCI literature and in the software engineering literature. Yet
generic approaches fail to yield adequate requirements for application
visualization design [27], in addition to being biased towards user
experience practitioners. Notably, while works in other graphics areas
(e.g., sensing) occasionally employ functional specs within an HCD
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process [5], in the style of software engineering, these works use the
specs strictly as a preliminary blueprint for prototyping. Their spec is
not used as a communication channel to the user, as recommended in
the activity model, nor is it explicitly integrated with the HCD approach.
Roadmap. Engineering requirements does not last for a set number of
hours or months and then finish [40, 42]: it is an iterative process in
which activities inform and refine one another. In practice, requirements
and specifications evolve and develop as the domain experts interact
with visualization designs, and see what is possible and how certain
features can help them. The requirements activity itself is repeatedly
revisited. The model described here guides this iterative approach, and
has the potential to help speed up and tighten up each iteration of the
design loop.
Implementing the first iteration of the activity-centered model requires typically 60 minutes of face-to-face time with the domain experts,
optionally followed by one or several observation sessions. Since initial
meetings reported in the visualization literature last only a few hours,
and occur in parallel with other projects [44], this model can provide
a valuable roadmap for such meetings. Activity-Centered designers
spend on average 10 minutes on the warm-up and Humans component,
25-30 minutes covering the Tasks, Data, and Flow components, and
10-15 minutes on Nonfunctional Requirements and Probes. Some collaborations require multiple interview and observation sessions; some
interview sessions may be dedicated entirely to a Probes discussion
about relevant tools etc.
Although presented in sequence in this paper, the model components
are not crisply delineated in time: as indicated by the model figure,
the conversation flows from one topic to another, and the different
components reinforce each other. Nevertheless, the conversation notes
are organized, for clarity and to enable later analysis, along the network
model components. The supplemental materials include a typical set of
requirements session notes, organized along these lines.
5.2

Assumptions and Limitations

This work assumes that appropriate stakeholders have been identified
before an agenda is issued and requirements meetings take place. There
are several materials available to guide the selection of relevant stakeholders, in both the HCI and software engineering literature, most
notably Gottesdiener [15] and Rogers et al. [42]; as well as a discussion
of the several types of stakeholders from a data visualization perspective [44, 59]. This work also assumes, based on experience, that the
availability of stakeholders will become clear by the end of the first
iteration of the domain characterization process; how long they take
to respond to the functional specifications could be an indicator. In
particular, busy experts make time for a collaboration they consider
relevant to their work, even when their only availability turns out to be
a weekly pre-surgery meeting at 5am.
This work also uses an “us” (visualization researchers) and “them”
(users) discourse. This assumption builds on the depth and richness
of modern science, in which expertise in both visualization and the
domain science is unlikely, though not impossible. Other reports comment on the evolving and overlapping roles played by those who both
consume and produce visualization [60] in certain domains. However,
the activity-centered model proposed here bears relevance to at least
one channel of discourse, even in such overlapping collaborations.
The activity-centered model builds on a combination of techniques,
including interviewing, contextual inquiry, and researching and critiquing similar products. This is by no means the only way to approach
the domain characterization and abstraction process. Other techniques
for domain characterization exist, including focus groups, questionnaires, and studying documentation. In a wider sense, the activitycentered framework and model instantiation presented in this work are
not the only possible approach to domain characterization.
In the spirit of functional specifications: the activity-centered model
of domain characterization “is complete, to the best of my knowledge;
but if I forgot something, please let me know” [47]. In particular, the
assumption—based on practical experience and the software engineering literature—that all goals can be broken down into lower-level tasks
may not always hold true.

6

C ONCLUSION

This paper introduces and evaluates a novel, activity-centered framework to domain characterization for visualization design. The activitycentered frame enables a tight link between the domain characterization
level and the abstraction level of the design process, as well as with
its evaluation. This work provides a basic roadmap and agenda, in
the form of a network model, for the domain characterization step.
The activity-centered model assigns value to a visualization based on
user activities; ranks user tasks before the user data; partitions requirements in activity-related capabilities and nonfunctional characteristics
and constraints; and explicitly incorporates the user workflows into
the requirements process. A further merit of this model is its explicit
integration of functional specifications, a concept adapted from the software engineering literature, into the visualization design nested model.
Functional specifications have the further potential to reduce the gap of
understanding between designers and users, and thus reduce the later
redesign of visualization systems. Using this model systematically can
help remove a number of pitfalls which have been identified multiple
times in the visualization design literature, including lack of real data
and solving the wrong problem.
A potential major benefit of the activity-centered framework and
model is that if the design requirements are consistent with their activities, users may tolerate complexity and the requirements to learn
something new: “as long as the complexity and the new things to be
learned feel appropriate to the task, they will feel natural and be viewed
as reasonable” [40]. Designing for activity may improve the openness
of users to novel, powerful visual encodings and interaction paradigms.
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